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Defib Runners in order of proximity

to the Defib at Buckland Newton Village Hall

Lisa Peart
Keith Darbyshire
Gill Nell
Sandie Stout
David Morris
Geri Aitkenhead
Isabelle Mace

345578
345196
345825
345135
345402
345717
345242

NOW OPEN EVERY DAY

The Lydden Vale News is delivered to
over four hundred households and has
an excellent online presence via The
Buckland Newton Community website
www.bucklandnewton.com

Breakfast Club available from 8am
for children aged from 2 years.
Government Early Years Funding accepted,
non-funded hours charged at £4.25 per hour
For more information please contact the school
office on: 01300 345393

To promote your business in this space,
please see the details on page 3

office@bucklandnewton.dorset.sch.uk
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The Bit at the Beginning ….
It seems that finally life is getting back to normal (despite a wave of
Covid which is affecting a lot of us). There has been lots going on
recently and lots more to look forward to in the coming weeks –
especially the Buckland Newton Village Fete, which comes at the end of
the busy Village Fete season (see page 14 and 15 for ways you can
help or contribute or just enjoy on the day).
We are looking for a new distributor (see page 24) so if you have a
spare hour at the end of each month please do get in touch.
And although there is no article this month from a local garden, this will
resume next month and if you would like your garden featured or you
would like to write a piece, please email me.
Enjoy the rest of the summer!

Amanda

Lydden Vale News Team
Editor
Amanda McKenna
lyddenvalley@gmail.com
Treasurer
Vincent McKenna
Advertising Manager
Alan Simmons
All Enquiries and Adverts to:
lyddenvaleadverts@gmail.com
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lyddenvalley@gmail.com
Distribution
Brian Oldroyd
01300 345535
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Publication Deadline:
The deadline for submissions is on the 18th of every month
Text, Photographs, Community Messages, Enquiries, etc. to Amanda at:
Email:

lyddenvalley@gmail.com

Spare copies available from
The Old Chapel Stores

Meetings/interviews: arranged via email

Advertising to:
Email: lyddenvaleadverts@gmail.com
Advertising fees (wef 1 April 2018)

Distributors
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Bridget Baker
Nicki Barker
Tony Belt
Damian Brothers
Jane Collins
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Lesley Docksey
Bridget Fairlie
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Thomas King
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John Marjoram
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Adverts to be sent in Word
or jpeg formats please.
(PDF is not compatible!)

SIZE

1 Month

3 Months

12 Months

12 Months
Colour

⅛ Page*

£15:50

£28:50

£63:50

£80:00

¼ Page*

£28:50

£57:00

£97:00

£122:00

½ Page

£57:00

£110:00

£139:00

£173.50

Full Page

£69:00

£166:00

£278:50

£349.00

* ⅛ Page Landscape please. ¼ Page Portrait - unless full width of page,
in which case Landscape. Thank You!
The LVN is a great place to advertise covering a broad and diverse area,
whether you have a colour or mono advert! Kindly mention the Lydden Vale
News when responding to advertisements.

This Month’s Front Cover Credit: Carole Spencer
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The Buckland Newton
Community Website

www.bucklandnewton.com
Your local website for up-to-date
news, events, clubs, groups,
directories for businesses and
services - and information about the
village and its surroundings
(and the online version of the LVN!)
------------------------------

The opinions implied or expressed in this
newsletter are not necessarily those of the
news team nor the publisher. Although every
effort is made to ensure accuracy neither the
news team nor the publisher accept liability
for errors or omissions. Neither the news
team nor the publisher accepts responsibility
for any of the services or events advertised
herein. No responsibility can be accepted for
unsolicited manuscripts or imagery. The
editor reserves the right to modify
contributions. Printed by Sarum Graphics

OUT AND ABOUT

2ND FRIDAY LUNCH CLUB
Our next meeting is back to our normal format, lunch at The Saxon Arms in Stratton on Friday 12th
August. If you haven't already said you would like to come, please give Diana (345434) or Susan
(345760) a call.
Susan Moring

Mon, Tue & Fri

POST OFFICE 9am-12 noon

Buckland Newton Village Hall
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‘Songs of Praise’
This Photo by Un-

and a selection of readings and
presentation by

This Photo by Un-

the Arts Society Sherborne Church Recording group of
‘Holnest Book’
recording Holnest Church with an appendix dedicated to the Drax
Mausoleum

6pm on Sunday 14 August
Followed by teas, coffee & biscuits
Information: Paul 01963 210916 or Angela 01963 210632

Buckland Newton Village Café
Just to let you know there will be no café in August. We will be making cakes for the Fete.
Fizz Lewis
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Gaggle Events

'We are really proud, after several rounds of judging, to be finalists in the national Great British Pub
Awards. We are in the final six pubs in two categories! Best Pub Garden and Best Pub for Families.
Even just getting to the finals of such notable industry awards is an amazing achievement. We will find
out if we have won at an awards ceremony in Manchester in October. Sarah is already shopping for a
posh frock!
It has been a real journey since we bought the Gaggle in 2017. Wanted to take the opportunity to thank
our hard-working team and all those within the village who have been supporting us over the last few
years. A real collective effort!
Best wishes & cheers!
Simon & Sarah'

Summer Hours - from the 25th July and then Mondays throughout August, we will be open for
drinks on Monday evenings. Pop down for an evening drink and enjoy the sun in the gardens
from 6pm.
Pizzas! - Wednesdays & Saturdays - if you have visited the Gaggle Garden recently, you may
have spotted our new shiny airstream complete with new pizza oven (featured in The Times!).
We are planning to regularly make pizzas on Wednesday & Saturday evenings. Check out
our Facebook page and website for latest wood-fired news and menus.
Summer Holidays - if you need something to keep the kids occupied then pop down to the
Gaggle! Our soft play & crazy golf are free of charge when you make use of the pub. The
goats love to see kids. And Aggie the pub dog is always up for a game of football!
Gig Guide - we love hosting live music in the Gaggle gardens and marquee. Always a lovely
atmosphere; pop down for a drink, bite to eat and a boogie! Typically, Saturday evenings from
7pm. Upcoming gigs include:

Saturday 13th August - Big Shorts
Saturday 20th August - Nina Garcia
Saturday 27th August - Aphrodite Singers
Artsreach - Thursday 18th August - really pleased to be hosting another Artsreach show at
the Gaggle. This show titled 'King Arthur' is being run by the Last Baguette team. It is a family
friendly show so perfect for kids. More info& tickets via www.ticketsource.co.uk/gaggle
Village Fete - Monday 29th August - the annual community event raising money for local
groups and causes. Traditional village fete with stalls, tea tent, live music, fun & games. Gates
open midday.

Morris Dancers - Tuesday 30th August - a touring group of Morris men dancing at the Gaggle
from 7.45pm
_________________________________________________________________________________________
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Barn Dance at The Gaggle of Geese
On a balmy evening in June, the Dorset ceilidh/folk
dance band of The New Hardy Players Tatterdemalion
entertained a large crowd at the Gaggle of Geese. The
fantastic caller kept the enthusiastic dancers in line and
mainly going in the right direction! The Pub offered a
wood-fired menu, including delicious Pizzas, from the
new Air Stream outdoor kitchen and the Garden Bar
was open as a cocktail, prosecco and wine bar.
Lovely evening!
Amanda McKenna

DONATION TO PULHAM DEFIBRILLATOR FUND
The Wessex Morris Men recently presented a cheque for £250 to members of the Pulham Defibrillator
Fundraising group.
Due to this donation, we are very nearly in a position to be able to purchase our defibrillator. Of course,
going forward, there will be upkeep costs (new pads, servicing etc) so the Pulham Defibrillator Fund will
continue to fundraise in future – watch this space!
We would like to express our sincere thanks to The Wessex Morris Men for their wonderful generosity. It
is very much appreciated.
Pulham Defibrillator Fundraising Group.
For more information about the Fundraising Group, or to make a donation, please contact
Jackierose7@hotmail.com
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Lydden Vale Gardening Club
At the end of July 32 members and guests visited Ryewater Nursery near Boys Hill. If you haven’t been
to this outstanding hidden gem of an estate you might presume that it is a plant nursery, historically it
was, but that use ended approximately 40 years ago when the property was bought by the present
owners who were at the forefront of the Green Revolution and who over the intervening years have
expanded from a couple of acres of rundown glass houses and a nursery to create a mixture of formal
gardens and a wildlife paradise extending to around 100 acres. The Project is ongoing and our visit will
be the subject of a full article next month.
Our summer programme concludes with a visit to Buckland Place on 10th August. For further details
please contact the Club Secretary at Bladeley365@outlook.com.
The Autumn programme for 2022 kicks off with our Apple and Produce Show, on Saturday 17 th
September, a date for your diary and an event for all the Family with competitions for the best produce,
demonstrations of apple pressing, opportunities to identify those apples in your gardens that you are
unable to name and a host of other activities. Further details will follow in next month’s edition of the
Lydden Vale News.
The Lydden Vale Gardening Club meets on the second Wednesday of each month between September and April
in the Buckland Newton Village Hall enjoying a mixture of talks from guest speakers, practical sessions where you
can learn top tips for all things gardening. During the summer months we visit award winning gardens, garden
centres and enjoy Alfresco Social evenings..
We welcome all ages and levels of experience and are keen for all generations to benefit from the enjoyment of
gardening. If you live in Buckland Newton, Pulham, Glanvilles Wootton, Kings Stag, Alton Pancras or
neighbouring parishes and if you’re interested in having a fine garden or rewilding, planting or harvesting the
results of your labours, or simply visiting gardens and learning about the history of gardening, we would love you
to have you with us.
If you are not already a member of the Club and are interested in gardening and think you might like to join, we
would love to hear from you. Please do get in touch by emailing Jan at greystonebn@yahoo.co.uk or Antony at
Bladeley365@outlook.com.
Antony Parsons

Rose Dennison
As those of you who served with Rose on the Garden Club committee for years and all the Garden
Club members who knew her, you will no doubt be saddened to learn she passed peacefully in her
sleep on Monday 18th July.
Rose wrote a gardening piece for the Lydden Vale News and also delivered copies to every house in
Pulham for many years.
Recently she came to help celebrate Molly Clifts’ 100th birthday at the village hall and was on such
good form then and she was hoping to join everyone at the next Garden Club Social in August, always
one for a party!
There will be a private funeral followed by a memorial service.
There will be a tribute to Rose in the September Lydden Vale News. It would be lovely to hear your
tributes, memories or stories about Rose.

___________________________________________________________________________
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In the Buckland Newton Book Corner……
If you have never read a novel by Anne Tyler then can I recommend you scour the bookstalls of the
summer fetes – I picked up three of her titles at Pulham fete just a couple of weeks ago – and for just
£1 (for all three!) could indulge in more of her novels that I’d not yet read.
Born in 1941, Anne Tyler is an American novelist, short story writer, and literary
critic. She has published twenty-four novels to date, three were finalists for the
Pulitzer Prize for Fiction, and Breathing Lessons won the prize in 1989. In 2012
she was awarded The Sunday Times Award for Literary Excellence. Her twentieth
novel, A Spool of Blue Thread, was shortlisted for the Man Booker Prize in 2015,
and was my introduction to her work. Redhead By the Side of the Road was
longlisted for the same award in 2020 and it is this title, one of the bargains I picked
up recently, that served to remind me of why I enjoy her gentle stories.
Tyler writes about small town American family life, its joys and sadness, absurdities
and resilience. Her plots are uncomplicated and her settings are familiar. Penguin
books maintains that “to open one of her novels is akin to opening the front door to someone else’s
house in Baltimore, where nearly all her books are set, and settling down at the kitchen table.”
Virtually every one of her novels offers a heartbreakingly hilarious and often poignant look at everyday
families: marital secrets, sibling jealousies, skeletons in the closet, unexpected loss, and love
unearthed in the strangest ways and in the strangest places.
A spool of Blue Thread focuses on the Whitshank family. As the book traverses
back and forth through time, we meet Linnie and Junior, their son Red, his wife
Abby and their four children …….. and their children. The lovingly hand-crafted
house where they reside becomes its own character, witnessing four generations
until “the filmy-skinned ghosts frolicked and danced on the porch with nobody left
to watch.” The novel covers several generations and different family
perspectives, but the heart of the book is with the mother, Abby Whitshank. Abby
loves and frets over her children and grandchildren, and she frequently invites
strangers over to dinner if she feels they need someplace to go. But Abby is
getting forgetful as she gets older, and sometimes gets lost going on walks. Her
husband, Red, is going deaf, and some family members think the parents
shouldn't be left alone……….
In Redhead by the Side of the Road Micah Mortimer is a creature of habit. He
lives alone in a basement flat, a very well-ordered place, this is a man who likes
routine. He has never been married, but has had a few girlfriends over the years, his
latest being Cass, although he refuses to call her his ‘girlfriend ‘, at their age, she’s
his ‘lady friend ‘! He has a large and noisy family of sisters and their husbands and
children, but he’s still very much a loner. Things are plodding along as they do
every day for Micah, until out of the blue, a teenage boy turns up at his door hinting
that Micah may be his father. This leads to a falling out with Cass, and results in him
taking a long look at his life - past relationships, future relationships, and causes him
to reassess ……….
Characters, not stories, drive Tyler’s fiction. Nearly all her novels are worth spending time with
(although the earliest are less well acclaimed) and whilst I really enjoy fast paced, suspenseful reads, I
also enjoy delving into an Anne Tyler every now and then. I know the writing will be impeccable, the
story will be low stress, and it will be about interesting people and their everyday lives and
relationships.
Karen Whiter
_____________________________________________________________________________
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Country Ways, Raspberries
Raspberries are fairly easy to grow. If they are in rich soil which is not too dry they will supply fruits,
starting in July. There are summer fruiting raspberries which fruit on the previous year's growth. Also,
autumn fruiting raspberries have their canes cut down in the spring and then they fruit on the new
growth in the autumn.
Over a long period raspberry plants can be difficult to control. They put out underground runners in
search of some rich soil, and then a raspberry plant starts growing in a different place, perhaps
somewhere it’s not wanted, like in the lawn. This can be the downside of growing raspberries. The
good side of this is they are easy to multiply, and even if a plant does emerge in the lawn it can be
carefully dug up and transplanted in the dormant winter period.
Pick your own farms often grow raspberries supported by horizontal wires. We lived near one of these
farms and come July there would be gossip in the village about when the raspberries would be ready.
People were willing them to ripen, so they could get out there and pick them for jam and fruit salads.
Of course, they do like sun, and if it is a wet summer the fruits are soft and easily go mouldy, good only
for stewing. The best way to freeze good raspberries, without turning them into mush, is to put them
individually on a tray in the freezer and then when they are frozen tip them from the tray into a freezer
bag.
For me this year has been good for the summer fruiting raspberries. Picking soft fruit is a slow process,
but you have to do something in life! At least whilst doing that I am not spending money! It is also a bit
of a timeless task, thinking about all the people in the past who have spent time doing exactly the same
thing. The summers seem to be getting sunnier and hotter, just the thing to ripen the fruit as long as
there is some moisture in the ground. We do have springs on Buckland Newton allotments, so there
are some damp areas but there is also a lot of dry places – and it does seem dryer than it used to be. I
wonder if more water is being extracted.
I would certainly recommend growing raspberry canes, fairly easy to grow with the quintessential taste
of the English summer.
John Simpson
_________________________________________________________________________________

ALEX FROST and
JOHN BUTLER

PATRICK NEEDHAM
NCH & ND in Arboriculture

MASTER THATCHERS

Tree Surgery, Woodland Management
Hedge Trimming

5 STREETWAY LANE

Chipping Service
N.P.T.C. Qualified (chainsaw & spraying use)

CHESELBOURNE

Fully Insured

DORSET DT2 7NU
01258 837538

TEL: 07899 924545 or 01258 817382

Bartletts Carpets

Hard Wood Logs for Sale
Ash Beach and Oak, seasoned logs

Carpet and vinyl fitting specialists
supply and fit or fit only.
Home selection service available.

Free delivery within 20 mile radius of
Buckland Newton

We offer a whipping service, make your off
cuts into mats.

Dumpy Bag £70

Office - 01963 365724
Mob - 07968845623

Contact
01963 23733 ~ 01300 345338 ~ 07903 535745
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Updating Buckland Newton Parish Plan and Questionnaire
Back in 2013 the Buckland Newton Parish Plan was written at the same time as the Neighbourhood
plan, following a consultation with the parish about what the priorities of the parish should be.
The key priorities of the original plan were housing, employment and businesses, roads, traffic and
transportation, environment and community facilities and services.
The actions from the Parish Plan 2013 have now been updated and will shortly be found on Buckland
Newton Parish Council website. These include various new affordable and smaller houses being built
or currently in the planning process, a Trade Directory being completed to signpost individuals to local
businesses, a village car scheme set up to address the issue of a lack of a bus service, various
finger-post signs have been repaired, parish rooms have been updated to include improved toilet
facilities and recently there has been a village litter pick up event.
Some of the actions are still ongoing – the parish council is in the process of purchasing a speed
indicator device following public donations to hopefully reduce speeding issues. By the time this gets to
print it may even be operational!
We would like to know your thoughts about what the parish council should include in the Parish Plan
for the next few years. This does not affect the Buckland Newton Neighbourhood Plan.
What are your top concerns living in the parish?
In the next issue of the Lydden Vale Magazine, you will find a short questionnaire to capture your
thoughts. An online questionnaire will be on the Buckland Newton Parish website too. Completed
responses can be put in the returns box located at The Gaggle of Geese pub, village shop or emailed
back to bucklandnewton@dorset-aptc.gov.uk by 2nd October 2022.

The parish council will then collate the responses and draft a new plan to work on. The plan will be a
living document and involve parishioners to assist completing the actions within the resources
available.
Sheila Crouch

_________________________________________________________________________________
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J. & A. Ridell
Specialists in Carpentry & Joinery
Friendly family business Established since 1970

TONY PERRETT

Contact John or Ann

FENCING CONTRACTOR

Email: john@ridell.co.uk

For all types of garden, paddock & farm

Tel: 01300 348161

FENCING

Holcombe Mead, Alton Pancras,
Dorchester DT2 7RT

Established over 10 years

Free Advice & Quotes

PESTWRIGHT

The Old Stables, Middlemarsh
Tel: 01963 205050

Traditional Mole Catcher
Rats, Mice, Squirrels etc

Mobile: 07971 296 992

BPCA qualified and insured
Call Jim on 01963 362292
or 07854 395112
www.pestwright.co.uk

DOMESTIC REPAIRS

JASPERS
HAIR SALON

WASHING MACHINES  TUMBLE DRYERS
FRIDGES  FREEZERS  COOKERS
DISHWASHERS  MICROWAVES
No callout charge . Prompt, competitive service

Your friendly local salon providing
exceptional results

7 days a week, 24 hours a day

Check out our new website www.jaspershairsalon.co.uk

IAN COOMBS
07572 918745

OPENING TIMES
Monday:
Tuesday:
Wednesday:
Thursday:
Friday:
Saturday:

Closed
9.00am-4.00pm
9.00am-6.00pm
9.00am-5.00pm
9.00am-7.00pm
8.30am-1.30pm

Don’t forget to ask about our Loyalty
cards and special offers

01300 348 569
Main Street, Piddletrenthide, DT2 7QL
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Buckland Newton Fete
Raffle/Silent Auction Appeal 2022
What a wonderful village and Parish we all live in, with such a talented, diverse and thoughtful
community.
If you possess a particular skill or talent, would you please consider offering this as a raffle/silent
auction prize for the Buckland Newton Fete this year.
If you are musical, it could be playing at an event or teaching/introducing somebody to your musical
instrument. If you are a cake maker, it could be supplying a cake for an occasion or demonstrating how
to make or decorate a wonderful cake. You may be keen on astronomy and offer to sit with a family on
a clear village night to acquaint them with the stars and planets or you may have a gift for designing a
garden plantings scheme or you may be a linguist. How about offering a few hours of horse husbandry
or teaching somebody how to knit……these are some ideas that come to mind, but the possibilities are
almost endless.
If you feel able to offer your skills/interest for an hour or so and support this wonderful community then
please do get in touch with me by email or phone, the details of which are below.
I look forward to hearing from you.
Many thanks
Alan
alansimmons8@hotmail.com
01300345688/07922939590
__________________________________________________________________________________

Plants and Home Produce
Bring your spare plants, seedlings or
home grown veg and fruit along on
the morning of the Fete or contact
Jan Burnett 345519, Pauline Adams
345459 or James Franklin 345212.
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Cakes

We would love your home-made
cakes and bakes to sell on the Cake Stall or in
the Tea Tent. Bring along on the morning of the
Fete or contact Amanda 01300 345367.
Please provide a list of ingredients with your
bakes including all allergens.

Dog Show and
Dog Scurry
Plenty for your four
legged friends to get
involved with too.

Bottle Tombola
Donate a bottle—can be
anything from Champagne
to Tomato Ketchup, as
long as its in date!
Contact Janette Weir
07906 122708
Wanted Jewellery for Jewellery Stall – Village
Fete.
Do you have old jewellery or beads that you no
longer use that have been tucked away in your
drawers? Even beads that are broken we can sell
to budding crafters! We will accept anything even
Rolex watches, diamonds or tiaras.
Buckland Newton Community Car Scheme and
BN Parish Council will be manning a jewellery stall
at the village fete on 29th August to raise funds for
village causes.
If you would like to donate any jewellery to the
stall, then please ring either Sheila (345344) or
Christina (345771) or drop off at Box Cottage,
near to phone box by the pub.

Books for

Buckland Newton Fete
If anyone has books for the
fete, give John Simpson a
call on 01300 345401.
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100th Birthday Celebrations

We held our meeting on Friday 1st July for a very special celebration. It was Molly Clift’s100th birthday
that week so the 2nd Friday Lunch Club couldn't let the occasion go unmarked. A birthday tea was held
so all her friends were able to congratulate her. A wonderful selection of sandwiches and cakes,
including a beautiful birthday cake made by Jennie Grinter were served, with a glass of bubbly to toast
Molly. We were all delighted to see the lovely card she received from the Queen. Instead of charging
for the tea, we asked members if they would like to donate to Molly's chosen charity, Weldmar Hospice,
and the magnificent sum of approximately £120 was raised. So thanks to all our generous members
and thanks also, of course, to all our volunteers who donated sandwiches and cakes.

Molly Clift would like to say a huge "Thank You" to all her family and
friends for the multitude of cards, gifts and flowers she received for
her 100th birthday. Thank you to all Lunch club helpers who arranged
her tea party and provided lovely refreshments. It was such a very
memorable and happy occasion. Special thanks to Jenny who made the
beautiful birthday cake and to Mark, for helping things go with a fizz!
Finally, thanks for the very generous collection, made at her request,
for Weldmar Hospice.
With love to you all, Molly.
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AQUAHEAT SERVICES LIMITED
PLUMBING & HEATING MAINTENANCE & SERVICES
Friendly, reliable and professional service at reasonable rates
No call out charges.
Free quotes with no obligation.
Fully insured.
Mobile: 07833 580241
Email: jim@aquaheatservices.co.uk
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Pulham Church Fête 2022
In spite of the rain, the atmosphere was fantastic with the
opportunity to meet friends old and new, some for the
first time since 2019.
We would like to express our extreme gratitude to Gilly
and Nick Elliott for allowing us to use their beautiful
garden - it creates such a wonderful setting for our Fête.
We would also like thank all the people who worked so
hard to make the event successful:

Those who worked behind the scenes, putting up signs and posters, collecting items, setting up
gazebos and stalls, clearing away at the end of the day.
The many local Businesses and individuals who supported us and donated items for the various
stalls.
All the stall holders and helpers – a special thank you to those who stepped in at the last minute to
run stalls.
The wonderful band ‘Sylva’ who kept us entertained throughout the afternoon despite the weather.
Finally thank you to all those who braved the weather to come to our fête – we hope you enjoyed the
afternoon.
We raised £1500 - so well done everyone.
Jane West
Jackie Rose
Jane Pritchard
Pam Mossman
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Quality and professional service for all your window
needs.
Steve at DanGina has over 35 years’ experience in the
window industry, along with his team Aaron & Barry they
are dedicated to delivering a quality service.
They offer Full Valet cleans to:- windows, conservatories,
soffits, fascias and gutterings. New to DanGina is Sky Vac:Unblocking guttering from the safety of the ground.
Steve has an extensive knowledge on repairs and
installations on windows, doors & conservatories. DanGina
can carry out work on Commercial, Domestic and
Residential properties. For more information call the
number below or visit our website.
Tel: 01305 835800

Mob: 07969947047

Email: enquires@dangina.com
Website: www.dangina.com
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Sheep and Baling
It has been a busy time up on the hill with the sheep. They are currently split into two lots; the rams are in
the ring field and the ewes on the top of the hill in the middle. The lambs have been successfully weaned
off and are currently over on our own grazing away from the village.
Two weeks ago, Joe the shearer came. We easily rounded up the girls by waving a packet of ginger
biscuits at them and they dutifully followed us down to the bottom paddock and into the pen. Joe makes it
look effortless and the sheep lean into him as if enjoying the experience instinctively knowing that they will
feel better with less fleece. It gives us the chance to check on their body condition, especially as we had
multiple sets of twins and triplets this year, it can really take it out of them. I led the girls back to the
paddock whilst Chris went up to the top of the hill to fetch the rams, we honestly thought it would be a bit
tricky as they are so very headstrong, and once one moves the wrong way the rest will surely follow. I was
amazed to turn around and see them all following him rather like a carnival procession, Jed, Humphrey,
Lychett, Hero and Glastonbury calmly made their way to the waiting pen. What we were not expecting was
one of the shearling ewes, Jackie Rose, to jump the fences and appear back again to join the rams. Either
she liked being shorn or she had her sights on one of the boys. Again, it was good to check the boys over.
We have as usual been left with a dumpy bag full of fleece, these days it does not fetch a good price and
is used in the garden as it is a valuable source of nutrients, a weed barrier and a slug prevention.
This weekend we hope to bring this year’s lambs back to the village as we are just about out of grass on
our field. It will be interesting to see if they recognise their mothers. They are a fine batch this year and
spot on with markings and very friendly. We aim to keep most of them to increase the flock again, the rest
are already spoken for.
We baled the paddocks during the hot spell and are so grateful to Andy and Geri for coming out to help.
Scorching temperatures meant that the hay had dried quickly, and we baled over several consecutive
evenings, hauling them well into the evening. There is nothing more satisfying for the smallholder than a
barn full of sweet hay to see you through the winter. We spotted a young fox and several barn owls whilst
up working the fields, what a marvellous place we are blessed to live in.
Tria Stebbing
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August Quiz - Chemical Elements
The answers will spell out an element which is an essential plant nutrient.

1. What element shares its name with a fountain pen and ink manufacturer, founded in Japan in
1919?
2. Which element is used for cooling the Large Hadron Collider (and filling balloons)?
3. What gas is vital for a fire (and breathing)?
4. Which element was first used commercially in the field of electronics in 1954 leading to the
advance of solid-state devices?
5. What element is used commercially in soaps, detergents, gold mining, dyes, glass production,
gunpowder, and batteries and is also vital for life, gets its chemical symbol from the Latin
kalium, and can be found in bananas (and most other fruit and vegetables)?
6. Which element is the most abundant in the universe?
7. Which element is used in the alloy osmiridium to make fountain pen nibs and is the densest of all
the elements?
8. Which radioactive element is the result of the decay of radium, has a half-life of 3.8 days, but can
be found everywhere in the air, and can be dangerous if found in high levels in houses?
9. What element is used as a fuel in nuclear reactors?
10. What element, when pure has no smell, but some of its compounds give skunks their defensive
odour and rotten eggs and stink bombs their distinctive aroma?
By Simon Spencer

Can you find ASTEROID
ASTRONOMY
EARTH
GALAXY
JUPITER
MARS
MERCURY
MOON
NEPTUNE
PLANET
PLUTO
SATURN
SPACE
STAR
SUN
URANUS
VENUS
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Wordsearch and Crossword by
The Spencers

Across
9. A pop arose from TV drama (4,5)
10. Piece of glass found on a quiet road (5)
11. Just a dot of German ham (5)
12.Predators moved by signs of grief (9)
13. Boy holds map of Santa’s home (7)
14. Not at home? Team in the open air (7)
17. Fastened decal peeled back (5)
19. He goes up and down both ways (3)
20. A bit of quiet heard (5)
21. Crown is nothing in ice-cream (7)
22. School’s a scoundrel before Eric Morecambe
yells first (7)
24. I hung robe roughly next door (9)
26. Revised cited decree (5)
28. We have Henry inside Moby Dick (5)
29. Organising muddles Gran in a band (9)

Down
1.Employs in ambitious estate (4)
2. Invent cosmetics (4-2)
3. Diamond outside space for a feature in outside space (4,6)
4. Softened spice girl with short teddy bear (6)
5. An underground cemetery for a cat with a brush (8)
6. Bemusedly holds something secondhand (4)
7. She cares endlessly about upset lion (8)
8. Dies around these in March (4)
13. Flower flowing back in piccalilli (5)
15. Pat goes back hitting the floor with striking footwork ((3,7)
16. All possible believe Rylan holds the answer (5)
18. He’s important and red (8)
19. Want a mob sorted out? She’s the superhero for the job. (8)
22. Atmosphere out or in goddess (6)
23. Cure-all - the Spanish one right after 11 (6)
24.Latest from all directions (4)
25. Pay attention the second when he sees Adele (4)
27. Goat gets changed into a Roman outfit (4)

Fiendish puzzle by
www.sudokuoftheday.com
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News from Cerne Abbas Surgery
August Bank Holiday
The surgery will be CLOSED for the August Bank Holiday weekend on Monday 29th August 2022. We
apologise for any inconvenience caused. For out of hours care or advice during closures, please call
111. In the case of an emergency, call 999.
Hot weather advice
With temperatures rising over the summer months, it’s important to think about how to stay safe in
warmer weather. In the UK there are over 2000 deaths each year which are heat related.
Signs of heat exhaustion include headache, dizziness and confusion, loss of appetite or feeling sick,
excessive sweating (or not sweating even though you feel very hot) and a high temperature of 38C or
above. If you’re suffering from heat exhaustion, it’s important to try and cool yourself down by resting
in a cool place and drinking plenty of water.
If you, or someone you care about is likely to be affected by extreme weather conditions, you can sign
up for email alerts from the Met Office that will tell you when extreme weather is expected. Some
groups of people are more likely to be adversely affected by weather conditions, including older
adults, babies and young children, and those living with long term health conditions.
https://www.nhs.uk/live-well/seasonal-health/heatwave-how-to-cope-in-hot-weather/
https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/heat-exhaustion-heatstroke/
https://www.metoffice.gov.uk/about-us/guide-to-emails

Holiday advice
Whether you’re going overseas this year, or planning to stay closer to home, the fitfortravel website
has brilliant information about how to choose a sun cream, who is most vulnerable and the other
preventative measures you can take to make sure you stay safe in the sun. The fitfortravel website
also has a wealth of information about health issues that can occur on holiday and ways that you can
stay safe while travelling. If any kind of travel is in your plans, it’s well worth having a look.
https://www.fitfortravel.nhs.uk/advice/general-travel-health-advice/sun-safety
https://www.fitfortravel.nhs.uk/advice
Gillian Brindle

_________________________________________________________________________________

Lydden Vale News
Distributor wanted to either take on or
share with current distributor
delivering 24 copies of the LVN once a
month to homes in the
Brockhampton/ Beaulieu Wood area.
If you can help please contact
Amanda at lyddenvalley@gmail.com
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Buckland Newton Youth Club
The Summer Term is always a busy one for Buckland Newton Youth Club as we can get outside and start
enjoying our beautiful environment. It is my belief that Youth Work should provide young people with
opportunities that raise their aspirations and encourage them to try something new, and I am always
asking the young people for their ideas.
It was one of those ideas "can we spend an evening on the beach" that led us to spending a very cool
evening on Weymouth Beach at the beginning of June eating fish and chips. However, the cool evening
didn't stop a lot of young people jumping in the sea, even if they hadn't got a swimming costume!
One of my favourite evenings of the year is the Youth Club's Annual Solstice Walk to Cerne Abbas. This
year we took picnics and spent a long time at the rope swing, which is situated just over high road, on the
way down into Cerne.
At the end of June the group went Paddleboarding at the OTC at the Weymouth & Portland Sailing
Academy. It was great to see some of the older members of the group return for this activity. One of the
things I love about Buckland Newton Youth Club is how supportive the older members are to the younger
people, and how they come together to support one another.
The trip to Splashdown, Poole during the heatwave was perfectly timed and very well received by
everyone and looks set to become a regular fixture in our summer programme. A number of parents
enjoyed riding the flumes too!
At the end of the summer term, the Youth Club holds a BBQ and Rounders match on the Parish Field for
parents and young people. The Year 5s (going up to Year 6) are invited to this event to introduce them to
the Youth Club and to start to generate ideas for the autumn term. As a result of the covid pandemic the
flow of young people in Yr 6 to the Youth Club stalled a bit, but it is hoped as things return to some kind of
normality, we can re-establish connections with the local Primary Schools and new young people will join
the Youth Club in September 2022.
And finally, I can't write about the summer term without thanking the amazing support I have had from
parents, friends and young people this year, without whom the Youth Club wouldn't have been
possible. In particular:
Our Duke of Edinburgh Award Young Leaders, Max, Lucy and Bonny for their help and support
planning and delivering the programme this year
Mark Chappell for his crazy enthusiasm and willingness to get stuck in with all the activities, whilst I
sit and watch!
Hope Nelson for her calming influence, whilst I run around like a headless chicken.
Emma Munday for keeping an eye on the accounts.
The Youth Club will now take a break for the summer holidays, whilst I deliver a full-on programme of
other activities for children, young people and families on Blandford Camp (my full-time job) and then take
some annual leave.
The Youth Club will start again on Tuesday 13 September at 1830 at Buckland Newton Village Hall. The
cost is £2.50 a week and anyone aged 10/in Year 6 and above is welcome to attend.
Kate Parish
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The ALL-AGE service . . .
Lived up to its name * in July with ages ranging from 91 years young to 6 months old! And on the
hottest Sunday of the year everyone kept cool, not only with a pleasant breeze wafting though the
church with all the doors open BUT with the welcome addition of home-made ice cream and slices of
watermelon when it came to the celebratory refreshments. The reason for celebrating (and who needs
one?) was the finding of Beauty, the much-loved sheep who had gone missing, all part of the story of
the Good Shepherd. And afterwards the children made their own sheep as a reminder of the story.

NOTE!
Traditionally there is NO all-age service in August, however,
following the successful Activity Day last year, there will be a similar
event in the second week of August. Last years activities included
clay, music-making, storytelling, singing, collage and rubbings.
Details will be promoted nearer the time via flyers, emails and the
Buckland Newton Community Facebook page. As last year, we
plan to round off the mornings activities with a picnic lunch. If
interested in helping or bringing your children, it would be helpful to
know, either ring Helen 345401 or Jan 348627 or email
hrlsimpson@yahoo.co.uk or Jan on greystonebn@yahoo.co.uk

PS * All-age means just that, the service is aimed at everyone young in age or heart, you don’t need to
come with a child or be one to qualify!
Someone once said ‘Unless you become as a little child . . .’
Jan Burnett
__________________________________________________________________________________

Buckland Newton - Holy Rood
We are planning a dedicated ACTIVITY DAY
in the second week of August

"watch www.facebook.com/groups/
bucklandnewton for details"
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Dear Friends,
I have to teach a class of recruits BVRN- Beliefs and Values of the Royal Navy. This afternoon’s class
is teaching about generations and how they influence other people’s and their own thinking.
There is a whole suite of Generational Categories from the ‘Lost Generation 1880-1900’ who suffered
WW1 through to ‘Generation Z 2000-2020’. The Generation Categories relate to the years of birth and
reflect the fact that we develop our personalities most intensively during our childhood and adolescent
years up to adulthood. We often then carry those learned experiences, reactions and behaviours
through the rest of our lives, and so they ‘mark’ us.
Some Generations are more famous than others. The Baby Boomers 1946-1960 who rode the post-war
wave of recovery, economic growth and stability, have been especially favoured. They were followed by
Generation X 1960-1980 who grew up amidst a loosening of accepted norms and values. Generation Y
1980-2000 are with us as young adults and families now, alert to individual choice, fashion and music
and linked together by social media networking and referral technology- ‘liking’ this or that has become a
key marketing strategy. Generation Z, born since the millennium, are still in development, but are
growing up in a world which appears to be increasingly insecure and threatened by conflict, tension and
climate breakdown.
Society at any one time will be composed of individuals and groups of various ‘generations’ sharing very
different views and experiences. these have to be negotiated and understood through political
mechanisms and choices.
The age profile of voters has a very high correlation with their political views and preferences and can
lead to the political dominance of one generation over another as benefits and costs are shifted between
the past, present and future.
Living in our Dorset villages we have overall more elderly demographic than either a global or national
sample. However, we include individuals of every generation and institutions such as the schools and
the churches which are more generationally specific. The bonds between us are essential and precious
in making us one community. We must make the most of our Fetes and celebrations. We are each
more whole through a true understanding of each other.
Jonathan Still
________________________________________________________________________________

Buckland Newton — Holy Rood
Vicar: Jonathan Still, The Vicarage, Back Lane, Cerne Abbas
Tel: 01300 341251
Churchwarden: Jon Sulkin Tel: 07971 277584
Holy Rood is open every day from 9.30am thru’ 5pm for private prayer

August services

Event

Sunday 7 August
Matins at 10am

Saturday – 10 September
RIDE & STRIDE

Sunday 14 August
Holy Communion at 10am

Sponsor your local rider/walker
or join in

Sunday 28 August
Holy Communion at 10am

CHECK OUT THE SELECTION OF BOOKS IN THE CHURCH – £0.40 EACH OR 3 FOR £1.00
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BUCKLAND NEWTON PARISH COUNCIL REPORT
The next meeting will be held on Tuesday 9 August 2022, 7.00 pm in the Parish Pavilion

Please note that the rubbish bins around the
village are for incidental rubbish. Dog mess
should be bagged, taken home and disposed of
in your general rubbish bins.

The Parish Council would like to thank
everyone who joined them on a village litter pick held on Saturday 2 July.

Low Carbon Dorset helps businesses,
community, and public sector organisations in
Dorset, Bournemouth and Poole. It aims to
help improve your energy efficiency, increase
the use of renewable energy, and aid the
development of new low carbon products. It is
run by Dorset Council (DC) and the Dorset Area
of Outstanding Natural Beauty. For more
information go to https://
www.lowcarbondorset.org.uk/

POLICE REPORT
For non-urgent enquiries ring 101 or email
101@dorset.pnn.police.uk
Incidents/Crimes 10/05/2022 – 06/07/2022 - one
incident of a possible rogue trader

Dorset Council now has a dedicated page on its website which can offer help and advice for people who are struggling
with the cost of living. For many people this situation is new to them, and they have not had to ask for help before, but it
is vital that they get help as soon as possible and don’t wait until their situation is desperate. The page covers the following areas:
Money – debt – benefits available
Access to food
Housing
Support for families with children
Mental health and wellbeing
Energy – water – Phones – broadband costs
Employment.
If you know and one who is starting to struggle, please encourage them to get help as soon as possible.
https://www.dorsetcouncil.gov.uk/cost-of-living-help

SAND BAGS - Please contact Flood Wardens Doug and Kevin Morse (01300 345707) if you require any.
REPORTING POTHOLES - If you notice a pothole or anything else you are concerned with on the road you are
able to report it yourself on https://www.dorsetcouncil.gov.uk/roads-highways-maintenance/report-a-problem
-on-the-road-or-pavement
FLOODING – Issues can be reported via Flood Online Reporting Tool (FORT).
FLY TIPPING – Issues can be reported to Dorset Council Waste Services - https://dorset-self.achieveservice.com/
service/DWP-Report-fly-tipping-in-Dorset

Jobs completed:
The Parish Pavilion has been repointed
The Parish Pound has been strimmed
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PLANNING
P/FUL/2022/03565 – Lydden Cottage, Locketts Lane, Buckland Newton, Dorset, DT2 7BS
Erection of 1 No. dwelling and 1 No. carport/store, create new vehicular/pedestrian access and form 3 no parking spaces.
Comments by 5 July 2022, extension granted to 14 July 2022. - The Parish Council supports this application as it is an
allocated site within the Neighbourhood Plan and the design meets the criteria set out in the policy.
Dorset Council, in line with their agreed Statement of Community Involvement, will no longer be sending out neighbour notification
letters for planning applications, unless they are specifically required by legislation. All applications will continue to be publicised via site
notices, and press notices are also used where required by law. Details of all applications are also published online, and they will
continue to consult statutory organisations and town and parish councils. Dorset Council are at present asking applicants and agents to
help by displaying site notices on the Councils behalf.
Please note that these are applications known about up to the 16th of the month; others may be submitted after this date, therefore
check the Parish Council Website. Planning applications can also be reached from the Community Website by clicking on the Parish
Council or Planning Tab.
Planning applications can be viewed on the Dorset Council website. To view all applications listed under Buckland Newton Parish, use
the advanced search page and select Buckland Newton under the Parish drop down.

YOUR COUNCILLORS ARE:Chair
Vice Chair
Councillors

Flood Warden

Mark Needham
Mick Ames
John Baker
Sheila Crouch
Andy Foot
Roy Godwin
Christina Manny
Chris Osmond
Lin Townsend
Doug Morse
Kevin Morse

01300 345293
01300 345497
01300 345386
sheilacrouchbnpc@gmail.com
01300 345511
01300 345438
01300 345771
01300 345326
01300 345306
01300 345707
01300 345707

Rights of Way Liaison Officer Stephen White
Parish Clerk
Sarah Mitchell
Chalk Valleys Ward - Dorset Council – Cllr Jill Haynes

01300 345341
01258 817288 / bucklandnewton@dorset-aptc.gov.uk
01300 341277 / cllrjill.haynes@dorsetcouncil.gov.uk

Reporting Issues With
FOOTPATHS or BRIDLE-PATHS

New build 2 bed houses becoming
available in Buckland Newton later this
year for qualifying tenants who can
also demonstrate a local connection.
Rents will be 20% below local market.
More information about eligibility and
how to apply contact 07813556825

Stephen White, as a Rights of Way Liaison Officer for
the Dorset Coast & Countryside Service, investigates
any issues within the parish of Buckland Newton,
reporting to Dorset County Council.
His contact numbers are
01300 345431 or
07773 283764
If you prefer to report issues directly to the council, you
can do so by calling 01305 224463 or online at
www.mapping.dorsetforyou.gov.uk/
rightsofway/reportproblem/

Buckland Newton

Can’t get to the surgery, shop, hospital, friend?
Then ring our number.
No journey too short!
To join the scheme, or book a car journey with us, please ring 07733 849264.
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YOUR NIGHT SKY – AUGUST 2022
As our nights are darkening it is time to refresh our knowledge of the night sky with two maps showing
our southern and northern skies.
We will start with looking south in the late evening. You should be able to spot the Northern Cross (1)
which is part of the constellation Cygnus the Swan (last month’s constellation). Three bright stars make
up the Summer Triangle (2). Altair in Aquila (the Eagle), Vega in Lyra, and Deneb in Cygnus. Now is also
a very good time to see the Milky Way, our own galaxy (3), stretching across the sky as a faint band of
stars. It is a wonderful target for binoculars of any power.

Looking north on a dark and clear night, you should be able to see our nearest galaxy, Andromeda,
which is in the constellation Andromeda (1). It looks like an elongated fuzzy blob. It is clearer and brighter
when seen through binoculars. Its light takes 2 million years to reach us. Look out for the Perseid meteor
shower which is at its best on the night of 12th – 13th of August (2). Meteor showers are named after the
constellation from which they appear to come. Also, see how many stars you can count inside the Great
Square of Pegasus (3). If you can see between 4 and 13 that is good. If you can see more than 13 we
have excellent clear skies.

THE PLANETS THIS MONTH Saturn is now visible all night long. It in opposition (to the Sun in the sky)
on August 14th. The north pole of the planet is tilted towards us so that the rings are quite open and easy
to see through a small telescope. For a few days either side of opposition the rings will also appear to be
brighter. This is known as the opposition effect. Jupiter rises at around 1am. Mars follows about half an
hour later. Bright Venus, rises at around 4am, outshining all the other stars and planets. As the month
progresses, Venus will gradually sink into the morning twilight.
Cont . . .
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THE MOON. Full Super Moon is on the 12th with New Moon on the 27th.

SPECIAL EVENTS As mentioned above, the Perseid meteor shower will be at its maximum during the
night of August 12/13. Unfortunately the full Super Moon will wash out the display.
If you have, or are thinking of buying a telescope, and need any observing or technical advice, I can be
contacted on (01300) 345485 or at keithmwright@compuserve.com.
The times when you can see the Space Station can be found at: www.heavens-above.com. The free
App called “Sky Map” which can be used on a tablet computer or smart phone will help guide you around
our night sky. You need to have the GPS enabled on your phone or tablet for the best results.
Keith Wright
__________________________________________________________________________________

Quiz Answers
Phosphorus
1. Platinum
2. Helium
3. Oxygen
4. Silicon
5. Potassium
6. Hydrogen
7. Osmium
8. Radon
9. Uranium
10. Sulphur
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